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LEWIS KINARD: Welcome to the Committee on disciplinary rules and referenda. We 
have two public hearings today, followed by our committee meeting and - which is open, 
as well. So, calling this to order and - not really have a lot of comments to add today in 
terms of anything special going on. And we'll get to some special new business later on 
in our agenda. But today, if you have not - if you plan to speak and haven't signed in, 
please fill out one of the cards and give it to Cory. And he'll organize you for us. Our first 
public hearing topic would be the proposed rule 6.05, conflict of interest exceptions for 
nonprofit and limited pro bono legal services. The second one will be on one of the first 
of our - I think we're going to have more than one - on the new, revised, proposed 
lawyer advertising rules. And you're welcome to speak on both or take your turn and 
speak twice if you want. So I guess - Professor Johnson, have we got you yet?  

CORY SQUIRES: Do you want to do the roll call?  

LEWIS KINARD: We can do that at the beginning in the meeting part. Yeah. All right. 
With that, let's go on to our topics. Anybody who has come to speak on either of the 
rules, we'll start with 6.05. Interested parties first. Pro bono - Limited pro bono 
assistance exceptions to the conflicts - imputed conflicts rules. And I don't see anybody 
running for the microphone. So anybody signed up for the advertising rules?  

RICHARD HILE: Yeah. 
LEWIS KINARD: Mr. Hile, you can go first. RICHARD HILE: Good morning, Chair. 
LEWIS KINARD: Good morning. Thanks for coming.  

RICHARD HILE: You know, first of all, I would say that I truly appreciate all of the hard 
work in the subcommittee and committee. I know I raised a lot of issues, some of which 
are very, very technical. But at the same time, 99% of them have been addressed. I do 
have one concern. And that goes back to the comment 10 on past succession and 
results. And my concern is just the mechanics of how it works. You know, when you say 
that a lawyer who knows that a large verdict was reduced or reversed, or that the case 
was settled for a lesser amount must disclose those facts with equal or greater 
prominence to avoid creating unjustified expectation. Couple of real-life examples - if 
you look at the recent Monsanto cases on Roundup, you've had three verdicts. I think 
the most recent was maybe 55 million actual, 2 billion in punitive. The one before that 
was like 289 combined, of which maybe it was - there was a remittitur back to 75. And 



the one before that was 80. And, you know, when we look at how this is going to be 
applied, face it. The target market for advertising is one, personal injury. And it may be 
the vast majority of that is that catastrophic-type injury. The second part of that is 
probably drugs or products, such as in the Monsanto case. And then the second big 
category is property damage. And so - whether it be hail, wind storm, complex fire, 
whatever it is. And those are usually extremely large verdicts. I don't think you're going 
to have a problem with somebody advertising. I got $150,000 on a verdict on a knee 
injury. You know, you look at the Thomas J Henrys - it's the 10 million, is the 50 million, 
it's the hundred million. Those are the areas where you're going to get it. In sum, I guess 
the problem is, how do you make the appropriate disclosure? Do you say - or do you 
have it indicated $200 million or $2 billion verdict, and then below it, you have reduced 
to 75 million, 100 million or whatever the remittitur is? Do you then have to say, because 
of insufficient evidence? I mean, if you look, it must disclose those facts with equal or 
greater prominence to avoid creating unjustified expectation. Well, if you're going to 
eliminate unjustified expectations, you've got to have at least a sufficient disclosure 
about why it was, in fact, reduced, so that you can make an adequate disclosure to the 
public. And that's the mechanical issue that I'm concerned with. Having been the first 
advertising - Chair of the Advertising Review Committee, I know how we've worried 
about how you actually implement some of these. And as I see Gene sitting back there, 
that's the problem he's got is, how do you take this rule and this comment and then 
apply it in an effective manner?  

LEWIS KINARD: All right. Thank you. Very good questions. Anybody on the committee 
want to probe further on this? Page 1 of 19  
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CLAUD DUCLOUX: Let's take advantage of (unintelligible) knowledge here and give 
him little more time. May I ask a question? Isn't that really a decision that the - I'm really 
just socratically asking you - isn't that a decision by the advertiser needs to make if the 
advertiser is the man or woman who tried the case knows that it was reduced because 
of error? They're probably not going to advertise something that is going to give a false - 
I mean, it should be something - I think, perhaps, that the advertisers - well, yeah. I got 
$2 billion, but they said there was no evidence for that. Well, I should - you know, I 
probably will advertise that I got $2 billion. Now, I could say it was settled for an amount 
less, you know, because whatever. But I think maybe part of it should go into the 
calculus of what the advertiser wants to say about it.  



RICHARD HILE : I would hope that. But I'm afraid that, within - the competition in 
advertising, especially within, for example, Roundup - the new cancer cases or if it's the 
new drug cases - that somehow that becomes of lesser important to the advertiser than 
getting the shock value of $200 million verdict...  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Right.  

RICHARD HILE : ...And then that below it. The second problem may be - if you look at 
that Louisiana 5th Circuit case - it came at an 11. If you'll recall, Claude, the very last 
element that was reversed was a provision that said on the disclaimer, it had to be in the 
same size type as the actual representation. In there, the 5th Circuit said, you know - in 
a 15 second ad, if you've got to have the same size type plus list the address, the 
principal office and this - it's impossible to get an ad that will do that. And they found it 
was overly burdensome. So I don't have the answer, Claude. I'm just trying (laughter) to 
figure out what the issue is and especially from the advertising review as you tried to 
apply it.  

: Good. Question?  

TIM BELTON: I have a question. What do you think the answer should be to address 
that question - to the one percent...  

RICHARD HILE : I still think we... 
TIM BELTON: ...That hasn't been addressed yet?  

RICHARD HILE : I think the answer is what we did in 2005 - and that was just to simply 
say that you can only advertise the actual amount recovered by the client. That's not 
misleading. It's a truthful statement. And if, you know - I just think the disclaimers and 
the disclosures become so difficult to put in that the public will not be served. And that's 
really my ultimate concern is that the public have information that assist them in making 
the decision about whether they need to hire this attorney or seek this particular 
remedy.  

TIM BELTON: So your concern on that last remaining issue would be resolved if the 
rules stated something to the effect of only being able to advertise the actual amount 
recovered?  



RICHARD HILE : Right. If you look at the existing 7.02(a) - two or three, whatever it is - 
you know, that's what we found - we came down and just said, look, it's inherently 
misleading. Let's say, in this particular instance, you should just ban it. And...  

LEWIS KINARD: So just just to talk to you a little further, isn't that - your solution - the 
practical way to satisfy the rule, though? So it seems like the rule is giving a choice. You 
either only advertise the amount they actually received or, if you're going to try to make 
it, you know, claim - I got a verdict for 10 billion, even though my client's got 1 million. I 
mean, if they want to go for the higher number, then they've got to do the alternate - you 
know, the actual number...  

RICHARD HILE : The disclosure.  
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LEWIS KINARD: ...But if they just say, I got a million dollars for my client in that truck 
wreck or whatever, it says that... RICHARD HILE : That's fine.  

LEWIS KINARD: ...That's the practical solution, that the rule allows for either without 
mandating they choose one or the other.  

RICHARD HILE : And in fact, that's what we did, as you'll recall, Lewis, on that second 
part of 7.02(a), where you're talking about the actual amount recovered versus 
expenses. And, you know, if you look at half of the ads, they just simply said my client - 
my client got, in his pocket, $200,000. Whereas, a lot of them - the alternative was 200 
million - I mean, $2 million verdict, attorneys' fees of 600,000 and expenses of that. 
They had the alternative - the right to pick and choose. So, yes, I mean. I think you're 
correct in that analysis that you've got two options. You know, if you go option A and you 
want to put the amount that the verdict was...  

LEWIS KINARD: Because that's how I read 7.01(g). If a lawyer, who advertises the 
amount, knows it's been reduced, then they've got to do the disclaimer. But if they just 
do the actual amount, they seem to be...  

RICHARD HILE : They're home free.  

LEWIS KINARD: OK.  



RICHARD HILE : OK.  

LEWIS KINARD: Thank you.  

RICHARD HILE : You're welcome.  

LEWIS KINARD: Anything else for Mr. Hile before he goes?  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Just wanted to thank you again. You've been wonderful to help all 
of us through this.  

LEWIS KINARD: All right. Do we have any other speakers on either of the two rules? 
Everybody signed up? Well, I don't know. Do we need to, like, go find people on the 
street to come talk?  

: (LAUGHTER)  

LEWIS KINARD: Afraid we're going to end early if we're not careful. All right. Professor 
Johnson, have you gotten here from China yet?  

: Hope he's not in custody. 
: Yeah.  
: (LAUGHTER) 
LEWIS KINARD: He's having trouble getting through the Great Firewall to call in. 
CLAUDE DUCLOUX: I have been in that pit before.  

AMY BRESNEN : This is probably a good time to announce that, it's no longer 
Professor Johnson, it's Dean Johnson. LEWIS KINARD: Dean Johnson.  
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AMY BRESNEN : He has ascended to interim dean of St. Mary's Law School. So if you 
can hear us, Dean Johnson, congratulations.  

LEWIS KINARD: Great.  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Somebody's on the line.  

AMY BRESNEN : Somebody's doing something.  



LEWIS KINARD: I guess, Cory, let's start with a roll call and see what we do have.  

CORY SQUIRES: All right. Mr. Belton?  

TIM BELTON: Here.  

CORY SQUIRES: Ms. Bresnen?  

AMY BRESNEN : Here.  

CORY SQUIRES: Mr. Ducloux?  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Here.  

CORY SQUIRES: Judge Garcia will not be with us today. Mr. Hagan is in court. Dean 
Johnson? Mr. Jordan...  

VINCENT JOHNSON : Here.  

CORY SQUIRES: Oh, there he is.  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: He did it. Yay.  

CORY SQUIRES: Mr. Jordan? Mr. Kinard?  

LEWIS KINARD: Here.  

CORY SQUIRES: Ms. Nicholson?  

KAREN NICHOLSON : Here.  

LEWIS KINARD: All right. Super. First order of business for the committee's meeting is 
approval of the minutes of the last meeting. I assume everyone's had plenty of time to 
read them in detail.  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Yup. I have. I still move to a dock the minutes. AMY BRESNEN : 
Second.  

LEWIS KINARD: We got a motion and a second to dock the minutes. Any discussion, 
comments, corrections, whatever? All right. All in favor of docking the minutes from the 
last meeting, please say aye.  



AMY BRESNEN : Aye. KAREN NICHOLSON : Aye.  
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CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Aye  

TIM BELTON: Aye  

LEWIS KINARD: Any oppose, say nay.  

VINCENT JOHNSON : Aye.  

LEWIS KINARD: All right. We have - the ayes have it.  

: (LAUGHTER)  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: He's have a slight delay.  

LEWIS KINARD: That's right. Great. So we now move into propose Rule 1.01 and the 
discussion of submitting that to the board of directors. Brad, give us an update of where 
you are on our timeline with that one, please.  

BRAD JOHNSON: Sure. At the board's April meeting, the Texas bar board of directors 
voted to approve the committee's recommendation on the proposed changes to rule 
1.01. And they also voted to basically hold - I'm sorry. Actually, let me backtrack on what 
I've just said. Those were the other rules. On proposed rule 1.01, the committee 
previously voted to recommend it to the board of directors. So it hasn't been sent to the 
board yet. You have it recommended to the board. The next step will be to actually 
submit it to the board. And we've done that in the past with a submission packet that 
lays out the committee's rationale, includes the proposed comments to the rule. And it's 
probably worth noting that this is one place in the statute where there is not as fixed of a 
timeline as other portions. So I think today the committee may want to discuss, you 
know, when and how that's going to take place. This is where a little bit of strategy 
comes on, you know, when you want the board to get it so that the board can vote on it. 
Once the board receives it, they'll have 120 days to actually vote on it.  

LEWIS KINARD: OK. So we're in that next to last step, I guess, for us - or, really, the 
final step. And that's just getting it written up and submitted. OK. Anybody have any 



questions, comments or discussion on 1.01? - this is the addition of the model rule 
language of competent representation.  

BRAD JOHNSON: And, Chair, I guess I might just add - practically speaking, the board 
will be meeting next week. Obviously that's not in our timeline, to have it until next week. 
After that, they will be meeting in September. So I think you have some flexibility 
between the July, August, September meetings to - you know, we can work on crafting 
that language...  

LEWIS KINARD: Sure. Well, this meeting shouldn't be very long. BRAD JOHNSON: 
Right.  

LEWIS KINARD: It's a - we have written up some of it, related to the change in the 
comments for 1.01. So I think it should be a pretty quick rule and explanation. We 
probably already have it in the subcommittee report anyway. So, all right. Well, let's just 
- we'll just keep that moving and try to get it in. And, obviously, if we miss this board, 
we'll have it to them before the next one. They'll still have time in their 120-day window 
after we send it in. All right. Moving on to Item 7 in the agenda, proposed rule 6.05. We 
have had now - what? - two or three public hearings on it. And I think that one's pretty 
ready to be - we haven't voted to send it yet, though, if I remember right.  

BRAD JOHNSON: That's correct, Chair. We've now had two hearings on it. And the 
committee will have until August 30 to vote. So practically, that means either that July or 
August meeting or, frankly, today. Even though you've...  

LEWIS KINARD: Right. OK.  
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BRAD JOHNSON: Well I'd have to look at when the comment period ended. But I think, 
practically, one of the next two meetings would be when you would want to...  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Well, let's try to do it in the next meeting if we have... 
BRAD JOHNSON: Yeah. 
CLAUDE DUCLOUX: ...If it's time for us to do that so we can... 
LEWIS KINARD: Yeah. If the comments period hasn't closed, then we shouldn't vote on 
it yet. BRAD JOHNSON: That's correct.  



LEWIS KINARD: OK. And we just - or we're getting comments from time to time online. I 
saw that when they just came in. So as usual, we appreciate everybody's time in 
commenting and submitting recommendations, attitudes, clarifications, anything that 
helps us understand a broader perspective. We're just nine people, so...  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Right.  

LEWIS KINARD: ...We can't represent everybody all the time. So we definitely 
appreciate anyone who takes their time to come and talk, to write it, send it in. Any way 
it can get to us is great.  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: It's really reaffirming too and supportive of our self-government 
that we get our lawyers to actually make such wonderfully intelligent comments to these 
rules. So to me, it shows that it's worked.  

BRAD JOHNSON: For anyone listening, we will take public comments through July 1. 
So you can keep... LEWIS KINARD: OK. 
BRAD JOHNSON: ...Submitting them through the website or, you know, by other 
methods.  

LEWIS KINARD: All right. great. Anything else on this proposed rule 6.05? All right. 
Sailing right along. Let's go to Item 8, which is discussion of a proposed advertising 
rules. And I guess what I'm going to do is first turn to the subcommittee and see if any of 
you have anything you want to talk to us about. Anything in response to comments you 
want to discuss? And - Amy?  

AMY BRESNEN : Are we going to discuss - I guess it's not a specific agenda item - this 
letter that was sent to the Advertising Review Department back in January involving a 
possible lawsuit?  

LEWIS KINARD: Oh, yeah. The one that came in... 
BRAD JOHNSON: It does pertain to the advertising rule. So I think... 
LEWIS KINARD: Sure. 
BRAD JOHNSON: ...Along with the other public comments, this would be the 
appropriate time to bring it up. LEWIS KINARD: All right. 
AMY BRESNEN : Well, I - did y'all have any thoughts on it? Because I was... 
LEWIS KINARD: This is a public hearing. So I think it's...  
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: (LAUGHTER) 
LEWIS KINARD: Anyway. I'm sorry. I was actually looking forward to hearing your 
thoughts first, Amy. : (LAUGHTER)  

AMY BRESNEN : I think - if this person is listening, I think that I would - if I were that 
person, I would request an A.G. opinion on the constitutionality of the prohibition of 
trade names. Well, I mean, one of the reasons is because, if this person were going to 
go at it through - or if they were going to attack a statute relating to our ability to 
promulgate rules, then they would have to notify the A.G. they were attacking the 
constitutionality of the statute in the first place. Secondly, the legislature basically 
granted the A.G. a lot more power and authority this past session. And I think it would 
be interesting to just check the A.G.'s temperature on this issue...  

LEWIS KINARD: And, you know, am I correct in reading the current rules as currently 
prohibiting the trade names? AMY BRESNEN : The current rule, in fact, does prohibit... 
LEWIS KINARD: So we aren't really adding a prohibition, right? Aren't we just leaving 
that part untouched? 
AMY BRESNEN : That's exactly right.  

LEWIS KINARD: And I hate to do leading questions, but they're fun. : (LAUGHTER)  

LEWIS KINARD: So wouldn't it be, you know, the case that the action to not take action 
- basically, to preserve the status quo - really is hard to attack.  

AMY BRESNEN : That's right. 
LEWIS KINARD: OK. I just thought I was - making sure I was right.  

AMY BRESNEN : This - yes. This person would be attacking longstanding precedent. 
And, you know, that's, you know, well...  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: It's interesting, too. I would say that, in the private 
communications, I've gotten from people who are interested in the rules - most have 
been what I thought they would be and that is that they say, we don't really see any 
problem with probates. And yet, the people who responded to the poll were 
overwhelmingly opposed to its - to use Dean Johnson's word - it was almost toxic to go 



forward with it because they were so opposed. Now, it might be that the sample we're 
getting are people that are just opposed to it because I was one - personally didn't think 
it was that big a deal to phrase it...  

LEWIS KINARD: And, Claude, if I'm correct it, has anyone actually proposed that we 
change that prohibition? In the proposed revision packet that we started from originally, 
wasn't that preserved as well? And hadn't that pretty much been assumed to have 
remained in place?  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Yeah. Well, we give them some options that - what do you think 
about using trade names? And we were very surprised that people came and said, no, 
this is terrible.  

LEWIS KINARD: We haven't had a request, actually... CLAUDE DUCLOUX: No.  
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LEWIS KINARD: ...To make that change at this point. All right. And the... CORY 
SQUIRES: And it's highly been received of from...  

LEWIS KINARD: And the committee has an undertaking to initiate that type of rule 
change. So, really, that particular sub-topic hasn't been even initiated.  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: And as you and Amy both make the point, if he wants - if this 
lawyer wants to attack it, he can do it now. I mean, he can file a lawsuit saying, I should 
be able to use a trade name because we don't allow it right now.  

LEWIS KINARD: Right. 
CLAUDE DUCLOUX: He doesn't wait - have to wait for us to not do anything.  

LEWIS KINARD: I don't - in my comments, I don't want to indicate that I am not 
appreciative of someone taking the effort...  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: Yeah. 
LEWIS KINARD: ...To do a very thorough briefing on the topic. CLAUDE DUCLOUX: 
Well done.  



LEWIS KINARD: We certainly have - now - this information and can see the trends 
across the country. I think it's certainly open for suggestion and recommendation. And 
we've certainly have a lot of rules, initiation, opportunities and angles - the different 
ways the statute allows for people to put together a petition or get the bar to do a 
resolution and or, you know, suggest that this committee take it up. We just haven't 
taken that topic up yet. And that's officially still left untouched in this new draft. So - 
Dean Johnson, I think we'd like to hear from you if you've got any other comments on 
this letter or anything else related to the advertising rules and comments we've 
received.  

VINCENT JOHNSON: I am afraid that my connection is so weak that I'm not in a good 
position to comment.  

LEWIS KINARD: OK.  

AMY BRESNEN : You sound clear.  

LEWIS KINARD: It does sound clear to us, but that's fine. All right. Anybody else on the 
committee want to talk about the advertising rules or comments we've received or just 
comments you have?  

CORY SQUIRES: Lewis, I think it might be worth considering more detail Rick's 
suggestion from that New Jersey model. It's slightly worth just talking about a little.  

AMY BRESNEN : It's the middle... 
CORY SQUIRES: I know there's not a hearing...  

LEWIS KINARD: Right. Yeah. He recommended that if we were going to make a 
change. And so I guess the question really is, is this committee going to propose any 
changes to that? One of the strategic suggestions - and I think it was Dean Johnson 
saying, basically, right now, leave that topic alone. If these changes pass, then it can be 
taken up later. Obviously, if litigation or other things happen along the way, that would 
certainly expedite a change. But unless we propose some sort of an alternate for a 
referendum approach, where you've got a if-this-then-that type of selection - which I 
think the bar generally isn't interested in, but - then I just - I see this as a topic to be, you 
know, to be dealt with in a future round. This is - what we're doing and the changes 
we're proposing are big and substantial and  
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substantive. So if we're focusing just on the changes and the reasons for these 
changes, it probably helps to not have that particular issue distracting from these other 
topics.  

AMY BRESNEN: I agree.  

LEWIS KINARD: And that's where I think we left with Rick's - I mean, I'm not saying 
Rick's point isn't very reasonable. I think, though, we need to really - if we're going to 
take that topic up, we really should just do it as a separate topic.  

AMY BRESNEN: I - yeah. I would hate to see a year to 18 months worth of work go 
down to tubes because of this one issue (unintelligible).  

LEWIS KINARD: But that's a good point. Anybody else - thoughts? Karen? Tim? BRAD 
JOHNSON: Lewis, I’ll, I have one thing. 
LEWIS KINARD: Go ahead.  

BRAD JOHNSON: I think at the, near the end of the last meeting, there might have 
been some discussion about coming up with some - possibly coming up with some draft 
comment language to the rule - proposed rule regarding the 7.07 trade name issue. I 
don't know if that's something that we wanted to move forward. You know, as it is, that's 
the one part of the new proposal that doesn't have the comments or...  

LEWIS KINARD: And I don't think there's a comment or current rule on that issue either.  

BRAD JOHNSON: ...Not on trade rules. If it is, it's in passing. I mean - very passive. So 
it's really up to the committee. You don't have to have it.  

LEWIS KINARD: No, you don't. And it's not a comment to not have a comment. It's just 
that there's not - I mean, it's a pretty simple statement and there's not an apparent need 
for expansion or explanation, which is what the comments typically try to do. So - I 
mean, unless someone sees ambiguity in that particular sub-paragraph.  



AMY BRESNEN: I think if we added a comment, I think that that would add ambiguity. 
LEWIS KINARD: I think you're right. 
AMY BRESNEN: So I think we add no comment.  

LEWIS KINARD: And you know what, the court can add a comment if it wants. I mean, 
those are something - just for, you know, reminder when we draft proposed comments, 
that's all we ever get to do - is make a proposed comment for the rules, and the court 
then decides whether they're - they want to issue those or not. But they aren't 
published. They are, you know, part of the referendum. They're just our 
recommendation and they go in as such. So that's something that could come back to 
the board. The court can ask for - they have in the past asked - for assistance with 
comments but they - the court then adopt those - so.  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: Would this be a proper time to talk about the act that was just 
passed on the lawyer advertising  

AMY BRESNEN: I think it would. 
LEWIS KINARD: All right. 
CLAUD DUCLOUX: Well, Amy, you value this through - not - I mean...  
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AMY BRESNEN: So actually Dicky Hile had a lot to do with the helping the bill. So thank 
you for that. Thanks for your help.  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: Define help.  

AMY BRESNEN: Exactly. SB 1189, for those of you who were listening in, it is not been 
signed by the governor but I anticipate that it will any day. Basically, it's a lawyer 
advertising bill that - some of it may be unconstitutional. But the good news is lawyers 
have a safe harbor in this new statute that is if the advertising review committee 
approves the ad, it's basically qualified immunity if it's an action that the - gone against 
them by a district attorney or any attorney. Yes - OK, so the Consumer Protection 
Division or the district or county attorney - so potentially a lot of prosecutors.  



LEWIS KINARD: And is it correcting this statute - assuming it will become law - doesn't 
contradict or conflict with this proposed - new set of proposed rules we're considering 
recommending to the board.  

AMY BRESNEN: Well, I think that that's mostly correct. I think that it adds some - well, 
there are some prohibitions in here that - well, OK - the short answer is it does not 
conflict.  

LEWIS KINARD: OK.  

AMY BRESNEN: And it really only addresses drug-related commercials.  

LEWIS KINARD: OK.  

AMY BRESNEN: And...  

LEWIS KINARD: So is there anything - my next question then is, is there anything we 
need to do in light of this - assuming it again becomes law in light of this statute either in 
the rule or the comment language?  

AMY BRESNEN: I think that - because of the safe harbor language, I think we should 
just move on down the road. LEWIS KINARD: OK. All right. Anybody else have any 
questions or comments on this statute? 
KAREN NICHOLSON : Not on the statue but I do have a general question. 
LEWIS KINARD: OK.  

KAREN NICHOLSON : I mean, it's a absolutely a public member. Is pecuniary a widely 
used and understood word in legal circles? You all used it a lot.  

LEWIS KINARD: I would say yes just from my perspective. 
KAREN NICHOLSON : Thank you. It's, kind of, a weird word. 
: (Laughter). 
LEWIS KINARD: You know, you don't hear a lot of people on the sidewalk using that - 
pecuniary. 
KAREN NICHOLSON : Good to know that it's widely used. 
CLAUD DUCLOUX: I think it's reasonable used in rules and statutes. It means money 
as opposed to bargain. KAREN NICHOLSON : Right, right.  
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LEWIS KINARD: One of the reasons that Black's Law Dictionary is so big is because it 
contains a lot of big old words that most people don't use. So, you know, it's just an 
ordinary usage term. Then it didn't make it but that that book is pretty thick.  

KAREN NICHOLSON: It is.  

LEWIS KINARD: So we have to look it up too sometimes. But thank you. I have 
absolutely no problems with questions like that. I think they were very valid since we do 
need to educate as much as - keep that in mind.  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: Amy, is it fair to ask you, where did this bill come from? The only 
thing that's addressed is drug advertising.  

AMY BRESNEN: Well, there's a reason for that. There's a movement afoot in the 
country that big pharma is asking entities like ours and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce 
to advocate for because they've lost a lot of money due to the opioid litigations. So this 
is almost punishment in a way. But this bill is much better than a tenancy bill they 
recently passed.  

LEWIS KINARD: I would like to shift gears slightly to a recent comment we had from 
Professor Fred Moss on the pecuniary word. I wondered if there is something 
unintentional in the way we've written this - about who - you know, who's bound by the 
advertising rules. I did not see that issue but that doesn't mean it's not there. So has 
anyone taken a look at the language to see what, if anything, might be needed?  

AMY BRESNEN: Was this the delay breaking... 
BRAD JOHNSON: Yeah. It was, and it's on the very back page of the packet. CLAUD 
DUCLOUX: May 28, is this the... 
BRAD JOHNSON: June 4, actually... 
LEWIS KINARD: June 4. 
CLAUD DUCLOUX: Oh. 
BRAD JOHNSON: And it came in as a supplement.  

LEWIS KINARD: And it was related to not hindering the nonprofit legal services 
organizations. Just looked like a word placement concern. I don't think the intention was 



that these organizations are free to mislead. So that's why I'm just pointing out and 
asking the - our drafting subcommittee.  

BRAD JOHNSON: I think on that point, seven - proposed 7.03(c), I believe, is what he's 
kind of getting at. That's the solicitation - proposed solicitation or restriction that, you 
know, has currently written says a lawyer substantially motivated by pecuniary gain shall 
not send, deliver or transmit a solicitation communication if - you know, one - if it 
involves coercion or duress, overreaching, undue influence - all those things you 
currently can't do if it resembles a legal pleading for - legal pleading or if it doesn't have 
the advertisement disclaimer. And I think he - you know, there is a fair point that he 
makes in that. Because the way we have solicitation communication defined in 7.01(b) - 
it is defined as a communication substantially motivated by pecuniary gain. Now, that 
doesn't mean necessarily that because it's a nonprofit that you can go and be 
misleading. Because at the end, there's other rules that say a lawyer can't engage in 
conduct that, you know, is false, misleading, so on. But then they would be worth 
considering in 7.03(c), whether to...  

LEWIS KINARD: So what would be the harm of taking that out of C? Page 11 of 19  
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BRAD JOHNSON: Or perhaps even expanding it to say a solicitation communication or 
other communication or something like that. I mean, if you want to widen the net to 
capture for-profit and nonprofit entities.  

TIM BELTON: Just in all... 
BRAD JOHNSON: Or just the communication. You could just say a communication.  

TIM BELTON: I found this comment to be very compelling because it introduced - it 
raises the question of subjectivity. And so what - you know, what becomes the standard 
by which lawyers who are seeking to represent somebody are deemed altruistic and 
those are deemed, you know, shamefully trying to make a living? I think it introduces 
almost a pejorative sense of getting paid for the services that you're providing and that 
becomes the standard. I think the real issue is, are you misleading the public in your 
effort to seek to represent somebody? And perhaps we can consider some language 
not around whether or not you're compensated for it but - you are seeking the 
representation of a client, you may not do these things. You're not exonerated from 
them because you're seeking to do it, you know, for...  



LEWIS KINARD: Sure. Dean Johnson, I know you were questioning your connection. 
But if you're still there and - did you have a chance to look at Professor Moss's 
comment and decide whether there was something that should be done?  

VINCENT JOHNSON: I'm still here. I'm listening carefully. The - I have not looked at the 
comments in question. The Supreme Court precedence in in re Primus made clear that 
if you were soliciting a client for the purposes of exercising your freedom of expression - 
freedom of association - that the solicitation was not subject to the usual rules for 
solicitation liberty, subject only to discipline if there was actual abuse. So that involves 
solicitation by an organization - it may have been the NAACP to represent women who 
had been involuntarily sterilized. And so I think the question is not whether or not you 
are seeking to obtain a lawyer-client relationship. The Supreme Court said you can do 
that in exercise of your free expression. And you can - and that you're - it's not subject 
to discipline unless you have engaged in the actual abuse. The - so the language 
talking about engaging in solicitation for the purpose of obtaining a pecuniary 
relationship - pecuniary gain - is based on a different Supreme Court decision, in re 
Ohralik, which was a classic ambulance chasing case with a lawyer who went to the 
hospital room of an accident victim. And so I think that we have to phrase the rule in 
terms of whether or not there is substantial motivation for pecuniary gain in order to 
navigate these two Supreme Court precedents.  

LEWIS KINARD: Ok. So as I read this particular list at 7.03(c), the prohibition is against 
communications involving coercion, duress, overreaching, intimidation or undue 
influence. I personally think that should apply to everybody. Number two - design...  

VINCENT JOHNSON: ...Yes...  

LEWIS KINARD: ...to resemble a legal pleading or other legal document, which I guess 
means, you know, falsely presenting something as if it's a threatening legal document 
when it isn't. And I think that should apply to everybody.  

VINCENT JOHNSON: Yes.  

LEWIS KINARD: Not plainly marked or clearly designated in advertisement unless it fits 
one of the three exceptions. That one, I'm not so sure that it matters. But I can see why 
some would not want all of their - you know, you look at some of these like, NAACP, 
legal services, legal aid programs - they do a lot of client education materials. And their 
attitude is generally - it's not an advertisement, it's information. It's education on their 



rights, responsibilities and options. So that one, I think, is where I have a pause about 
dropping the substantially motivated by pecuniary gain language. So - but it makes me 
wonder, maybe that's where this goes - is maybe under 7.03(c)(3), there's another 
subpart, iv, something that says - or is - if the law is not substantially motivated by 
pecuniary gain.  

TIM BELTON: So my question would be - I get invited to probably half a dozen or more 
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the energy business. So if said law firm sends me a notice of impact of the new tariffs 
and invites me to - I'm not going to get any benefit out of CLE, so I'm just going to call it 
free lunch - to a session where they're going to be giving, you know, training on this. 
Clearly, they're motivated by pecuniary gain.  

LEWIS KINARD: Yeah.  

TIM BELTON: Right. I've seen their rate sheets (laughter). Right. So what would be any 
difference between that - communicating with me on a commercial matter, giving me 
information in hopes that I will have a preferential response to them when I need to 
procure legal services - than the NAACP sending out information, you know, to try to 
educate people, you know, on their rights, which could be, you know, enforced through 
litigation. Which, of course, the NAACP or whomever might like to pursue.  

LEWIS KINARD: So - and I get those too. And almost all of them have in the subject line 
- attorney advertising. Even if it's a firm that we use regularly. That's just - I think their 
safe note is just to do that nationally, especially the large firms that have offices in 
multiple states. Secondly, if you are either a present or former client - I think you fall 
under one of these exception - or someone that they would call known to be an 
experienced user of the type of legal services involved for the business matter. So I 
guess the sophisticated consumer exception. I mean, I see that that firm - let's say they 
have never met you and never used your company and have never been used by your 
company but their list is targeted at, you know, CEOs and top executives of people in 
that sector. They probably have that exception to cover them. But my guess is, most of 
them are going to say lawyer advertising pretty high up in their email or whatever comes 
out in the mail.  



TIM BELTON: For whatever reason, the only thing that's downloading is the subject line. 
So I'm trying to test that hypothesis but for whatever reason, the message is not being 
downloaded from the server.  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: And the NAACP would probably not be considered an offer. Any 
new information about, here's what's going on.  

LEWIS KINARD: Right. Right.  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: So...  

LEWIS KINARD: Yeah and there may not be a lawyer sending it. But I would say that, 
more specifically, the legal aid, legal services, Bar Association, pro bono programs, 
things like that - I think if a lawyer is actually sending it out, they just want to be sure 
they're not in trouble for doing so.  

TIM BELTON: So it's more along the lines of the ACLU, right. Whose purpose is to... 
LEWIS KINARD: ACLU, legal aid of North West Texas. 
TIM BELTON: I just don't think that...  

VINCENT JOHNSON: Hi, Vincent Johnson here. To be honest, there has been difficulty 
in trying to articulate the difference between in re Ohralik, which is the ambulance 
chasing case and in re Primus, which permits the solicitation of the victims of 
involuntary sterilization. What the advertising committee can do is we can take a good 
look at the precedent that has emerged around the country to see if the language that 
we've proposed is the best language possible. There has been difficulty in trying to 
capture that distinction and we can take another look at that.  

LEWIS KINARD: All right. Thank you.  

TIM BELTON: Just to refine my comment a little bit more. Even those organizations that 
are doing it as pro bono work are ostensibly getting paid. And unless they're 
volunteering their time, they're providing those services for pecuniary gain. And so - the 
concern that I have is just giving a hall pass - and it doesn't do that. But I would be  
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concerned of giving a hall pass to those that consider themselves not-for-profit because 
that's a tax status. That's all that it is. And having a different tax status should not give 
you, you know, a hall pass.  

LEWIS KINARD: Sure... 
TIM BELTON: If lawyers are going to be held to a standard, all lawyers should be held 
to the standard.  

LEWIS KINARD: Well, that's why I think it's valid to say that they shouldn't do these - at 
least these top two things. I mean, I think it's a valid point. Nor would I think any of them 
would fight for the right to be coercive, misleading, deceptive. You know, that's the thing. 
So like I said, I think it was an unintended - I'm sorry, go ahead Dean Johnson.  

VINCENT JOHNSON: I think that the Supreme Court has rule expressly on the issue - 
in terms of the distinction between substantially motivated by pecuniary gain on the one 
hand and incidental recovery of attorney's fees in litigation on the other hand...  

LEWIS KINARD: I think you're right.  

VINCENT JOHNSON: ...We need to look at that. And we need to make sure right about 
that.  

LEWIS KINARD: No, I agree with you. I can't remember the case. It's been a while. But 
that was - and that's where the substantially part came from. All right. Very good points 
and discussion. Anything else on advertising or on comments on advertising rules we 
should discuss, deliberate or whatever our statutory commission is - says we're 
supposed to do? Or just voluntarily take on and start talking about. (LAUGHTER)  

LEWIS KINARD: All right. So I think we'll keep lawyer advertising rules on our agenda 
along with 6.05, conflict of interest exceptions. And Brad, is there anything on agenda 
item nine – besides - or are we moving on to - for next meeting? Anything else we need 
to talk about on timelines we haven't covered?  

BRAD JOHNSON: I don't think so really. I mean, I think we - on the proposed rule 6.05 
and the advertising rules, the comments are still coming in. And on the ad rules, we will 
have another public hearing at the July 23 meeting. Those were just published in the 
last couple of weeks.  



LEWIS KINARD: Sure. 
BRAD JOHNSON: I expect we get - we'll get a lot more comments in and probably 
participants at the next meeting.  

LEWIS KINARD: All right, comment period on those is through August 6, excuse me, so 
there's time for people to read, reread and re-comment. If you commented on the earlier 
version, take a look at the new one, see if you feel like that there's still a need for the 
committee to know what you're thinking. And we have until October 5 to vote to refer 
that on to the board. All right. So you'll see in your packet as well a list of the remaining 
meetings through 2019. Yeah?  

BRAD JOHNSON: I think there may be one more item on the 10 that you may want to - 
the Supreme Court letters that we got.  

LEWIS KINARD: Oh yeah, I'm going - that's actually where I was going...  

BRAD JOHNSON: Oh, I'm sorry about that.  

LEWIS KINARD: ...Then I didn't realized the future meeting dates. So as we look at our 
next meeting, we have - sorry, I'm just looking - July 23 is All right. We're at June 6. So 
the next meeting is July 23rd. And it is a public hearing as well as teleconference. So we 
don't - it's not a meeting. It's just a public hearing.  
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BRAD JOHNSON: So it was at the last meeting the committee decided to go ahead and 
hold your monthly meeting that day because it's normally by teleconference. But in 
order to get the advertising rules public hearing - and we are going to have a public 
hearing right...  

LEWIS KINARD: OK. 
BRAD JOHNSON: ...Here. 
CLAUD DUCLOUX: And I think that and I'll be here for that because I have a CLE 
meeting right after that, 1:00. So... LEWIS KINARD: OK. All right. 
CLAUD DUCLOUX: I'm happy to attend. 
LEWIS KINARD: So the rest of us may just call in. And those who are in town can come 
in. That's fine. 



CLAUD DUCLOUX: You just might be our sergeant at arms. (LAUGHTER) 
AMY BRESNEN: Awesome.  

LEWIS KINARD: All right. So for our agenda topics for the next meeting, we've 
distributed the court - the letter from the court that. has requested rulemaking and draft 
comments on two topics - one is a - it's going to be our first stab at the rules of 
procedure. And then the other one is related to professional conduct. So I want to - 
everyone to read the letter. I'd like to get volunteers for a subcommittee. And before the 
advertising rules subcommittee people volunteer, let's see if we can pull in some of the 
others first and give them a chance on it. I suspect Rick may want to get in on the 
procedure rules. But everyone is welcome. I just want to make sure we kind of spread 
the fun out to the subcommittees. If you have a particular interest in this, though, 
absolutely. Just let me know.  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: I do. 
AMY BRESNEN: I do too. (Laughter).  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: Let me let me ask a question about that. The first one we all know - 
and it was for all the right reasons - about assigning the judge to a disbarment case. 
That's under the old rules. You always filed - this is in my first 2 1/2 years. I did 30 
disbarment cases. And you always went to the county and the judge's residence - 
excuse me, the accused lawyer's residence - whether that be in, you know, Wichita 
Falls or - And of course, then it was always assigned to a district court in that county. 
Now, in most of the time, the district judge would say, I'm out. I don't want to have 
anything to do with this because everybody knows me. But there were certain counties 
where, you know, the lawyer and the judge were quite good friends, shall we say. And 
so you had to make a motion to - what they're saying is look judges are smart enough 
nowadays that if it gets filed in a 126th district court, that judge probably say no he 
practices - he or she practices in (unintelligible). I'm not going to take the case. And I 
think what the judge - what the court is suggesting, we look at is just allowing those 
rules, as they exist, to just, you know, allow so you don't have to point one because in 
the last one that I tried, the judge, indeed, had to come all the way from Beaumont to 
Austin for three days to try the case. And she was not happy about that. And I don't 
blame them. because they really wanted somebody from completely outside the district 
but they're saying, I think we're modern enough that we can just let the rules of recusal 
and ask the justice that the presiding judge of that particular district where somebody 



might be, just assign from Williamson County to come to Austin - Hays County or 
Caldwell county, or something.  

AMY BRESNEN: Sounds like Claud should be on the subcommittee. CLAUD 
DUCLOUX: Pardon? (LAUGHTER)  
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AMY BRESNEN: It sounds like Claude should be on the subcommittee  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: That's fine. And - but I want to give a sense that I've done lots of 
these cases. You know - what do you think? I mean, should...  (FROM AUDIENCE): I 
think the CDC should - I have the position, whether or not they... CLAUD DUCLOUX: 
Yeah. 
 (FROM AUDIENCE): ...Should have some say...  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: Sure. The CDC - well, of course. But that - that's good 
(unintelligible) the first thing is, what do y'all think? - because we want to make the right 
decision. But it sounds to me that they go suggesting what you guys think about just 
allowing the rules of procedure to, you know, about recusal or qualification. And rather 
than having us to assign a lawyer from a completely different - a judge from a 
completely different judicial (unintelligible).  

LEWIS KINARD: Well, and as usual, I will charge the subcommittee with collecting input 
and perspectives from all implicated and affected constituencies and groups so we get 
that in early and we don't have an oversight, like we did with one of the other ones. So 
absolutely.  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: Well, I'm happy to start.  

LEWIS KINARD: Well, let me put you and Rick to start and see if we need a third one 
on that.  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: OK.  

LEWIS KINARD: Y'all let me know and we'll get someone else. Amy, I hate to always 
tap you for...  



AMY BRESNEN: Well, I'm -you know...  

LEWIS KINARD: (Unintelligible)  

AMY BRESNEN: I have time on my hands.  

LEWIS KINARD: OK. (LAUGHTER)  

LEWIS KINARD: The juror social media conduct is another interesting one. I think, 
obviously, the rules need to keep up with technology and human behaviors.  

AMY BRESNEN: You - that would actually would be interesting as well.  

CLAUD DUCLOUX: Yeah. So that's what I mean. What they're saying is look when the 
lawyer just reaches out just to find out - if the juror knows that that reach has been 
made, that's a contact by the lawyer. And they say most states don't allow it.  

RICHARD HILE: If there's going to be a subcommittee on that, I want to sit in on that 
one. LEWIS KINARD: All right. I probably put you and Amy on there, too. 
AMY BRESNEN: Which one? 
LEWIS KINARD: 3.06.  
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AMY BRESNEN: OK.  

LEWIS KINARD: We'll start with that. If y'all feel like it's overwhelming and you need 
help, let me know. We'll get someone else...  

AMY BRESNEN: OK. 
LEWIS KINARD: ...To add to it.  

TIM BELTON: There are some interesting (unintelligible) overlaps in hiring, you know, 
(unintelligible) use social media in a hiring decision. and I'm like, (laughter) care what 
you say I can and can't do, I'm going to do it. (LAUGHTER)  

TIM BELTON: How could you not? the same thing if I'm talking to you here. So 
anyways, I want you to see how that plays out, you know?  



LEWIS KINARD: All right, good. If you can come back to the next meeting with a 
suggested timeline - well, I guess 
the - really, the first step will be to recommend, you know, initiating. And we'll vote to 
initiate or not. I mean, we can always tell the supreme court we don't think so, but I 
suggest that we think about that. So if you, you know, come back, your respective 
subcommittees, with a recommendation as to whether or not to initiate and then an 
estimated timeline of when you might have a proposal for us to consider. Because once 
we do vote to initiate, we have - what?  

BRAD JOHNSON: Six months to publish on the rule. The comments really don't have a 
timeline. LEWIS KINARD: Right. How's that? 
AMY BRESNEN: Yeah, that sounds... 
LEWIS KINARD: Good?  

AMY BRESNEN: That sounds great.  

LEWIS KINARD: (Unintelligible).  

AMY BRESNEN: This might be a good time to give y'all some more legislative news, I 
promise. House Bill 2730, which is known as the anti-SLAPP statute reform bill, passed 
and was recently signed by the governor. And as far as we are concerned, a person can 
no longer use the SLAPP statute - you know, if there is a grievance filed against them, 
they can no longer file a motion to dismiss under Chapter 27 against the borrowers. As 
y'all know with the Risoli's case, that cost the borrower almost $65,000. So that was the 
inspiration behind that...  

KAREN NICHOLSON: Right.  

AMY BRESNEN: ...Behind that provision. Also, the Bar will no longer be able to file a 
motion to dismiss if the borrower sued. And so - anyway, it was...  

LEWIS KINARD: A little trade off. 
AMY BRESNEN: A little - yeah. 
LEWIS KINARD: OK, it's not an anti-anti-SLAPP statute, though, is it? AMY BRESNEN: 
No. 
: (LAUGHTER)  
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LEWIS KINARD: All right, very good. Anything else regarding - that we need to put on 
an agenda for the next or a subsequent meeting? Any suggestions from the committee? 
Do we have enough to do? I mean, y'all worried about running out of things to work on? 
All right, so, again, looking at the future meeting dates, do we - we have them now 
plotted out through the end of the year, but I just want to make sure everybody's - just 
calendars them. Do your best. If there is a particular date, already, you know you're not 
going to make, let us know. At least let Brad and Cory know. Because if we have 
enough time, we can change the published meeting date if there's just enough people 
that aren't - if we're not going to have a quorum, there's not much reason to have a 
meeting that's not a public hearing. So hopefully, all the ones that remain are not going 
to conflict with any holidays. They seem to always fall on some of my vacation time, but 
I will still call in from wherever that is.  

BRAD JOHNSON: On page 46, you have a tentative schedule for 2020. At this point, 
we have quite a bit of flexibility on most of those dates   if we do need to change 
something. But obviously, the closer it gets...  

LEWIS KINARD: Right.  

BRAD JOHNSON: ...This room gets booked...  

LEWIS KINARD: The harder it is to find a room. OK, thank you for doing that.  

BRAD JOHNSON: September's the only one we don't know. And once the board of 
directors' schedule - once their meeting's set, then we can plan based on that.  

LEWIS KINARD: OK. All right, any other business for the committee that we need to 
take up? I don't guess we have any other people come in to speak.  

BRAD JOHNSON: Lewis, I don't know if you formally called it, but on, on item 4 
communication to the public. I don't if you want to - if you just generally see if anybody 
has any communication for us. Or maybe you already did that.  

LEWIS KINARD: Yeah, I mean, I'm welcoming anything from anybody. Any comments, 
anybody - no one else to sign up to talk about anything, so that's about it. I do - like I 
say and repeat, I appreciate support. I appreciate the support from the staff. I think 
we've got great support. And we're getting a lot of comments and feedback from the 



public, from the bar. I just hope it gets more and continues. I think it's great. Any of you - 
if you have a chance to speak or talk to local bar associations, try to get on their CLE, 
you know, agendas and - or get someone talking about it or drumming up business for 
us, you know? We like the comments. We like the feedback. I just want them to not be 
surprised when the referendum comes out. It should be fairly well-known. We had one 
comment from someone suggesting that we publish these draft rules in the bar journal. I 
guess he doesn't read his bar journal a lot...  

: (LAUGHTER) 
AMY BRESNEN: Us, too.  

LEWIS KINARD: ...Because when their advertising rules first came out, it weighed twice 
as much as it usually does, so - they are published. They're on the website - 
texasbar.com/cdrr. I tell everybody I can - I appreciate it all. I appreciate everybody for 
coming in. Thank you, everybody, for coming to listen - and those on the phone. And 
with that, I'll entertain a motion to adjourn.  

CLAUDE DUCLOUX: So moved. Dean Johnson, when do you get back to America? 
DEAN JOHNSON: Oh, on Tuesday. 
CLAUDE DUCLOUX: OK.  
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LEWIS KINARD: Good. 
KAREN NICHOLSON: Safe travels. 
LEWIS KINARD: All right, do we have a motion? Do we have a second? KAREN 
NICHOLSON: Second. 
DEAN JOHNSON: Second. 
LEWIS KINARD: All in favor of adjournment, say I. 
DEAN JOHNSON: I. 
AMY BRESNEN: I. 
KAREN NICHOLSON: I. 
LEWIS KINARD: All right, we're adjourned. Thank you.  
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